Sanctuary Lakes Hotel
Footy Tipping Competition

Three Ways To Win
1 Sanctuary Lakes Super Tipping Competition
2 Sanctuary Lakes Knockout Competition
3 Sanctuary Lakes Jackpot Competition
To enter any of our Football Competitions you must be a current
Loyalty Club Member of Sanctuary Lakes Hotel.
1. SANCTUARY LAKES AFL SUPER TIPPING 2021
How you play for the opportunity to win.
Swipe your Loyalty Club Member Card in the tipping terminals to
print the week’s entry form.
Fill out the form by CIRCLING THE WINNERS. Sign the form and place
in entry box which is located on the bar in the Sports Bar.
The Competition will commence with the first round, Round 1, of AFL
on Thursday 18th March 2021 and continue until the completion of
the last round, Round 23.
The winner of first prize will be the entrant with the highest
cumulative score at the end of the competition. The second prize will
be awarded to the second highest cumulative total and so forth until
the monies allocated to the corresponding finishing positions is
complete.
In the event of a tie, if after a countback the tie cannot be broken,
the combined prizes of the categories that are involved in the tie will
be shared by the entrants involved in the tie.
Just tip the winners, there will be one (1) point awarded for a win
and one (1) point awarded for a draw there will be no points
awarded for a loss.

If you don’t fill out your tips you will be given the away teams to a
maximum of five (5) points. If you fail to fill out your tips, it will count
as an absent tip.
If you forget to select a winner in any given match, you will be given
the away team as your default selection. You cannot select a draw.
Any illegible tips will be regarded as an away team selection.
You cannot tip in advance of that week’s scheduled games. Your
total of absent tips must not exceed five (5) for the entire season.
You can e-mail your tips to the hotel. E- mail Tips MUST arrive at the
Hotel no later than one (1) hour prior to the scheduled start of the
first game in the round, the must be sent to the correct email
address to ensure receipt. footy@slhotel.com.au
All E-mail tips count to your absent total for the season.
If your absent tips exceed five (5) for the season you will become
ineligible to win any major end of season prizes. You will still be
eligible for weekly draws if you attend and knockout competitions
providing the entry conditions are followed. No knockout
competitions entries are accepted over email.
All tips placed at the hotel must be placed no later than 10 minutes
before the scheduled start of play in the first match of each round.
NO TIPS WILL BE ACCEPTED LATE you will receive the away teams for
that round and be scored as if it is an absent tip.
At the seasons end there will also be a prize to be awarded to the
scorer who earns the 2nd least points. This prize is only available to
players who remain eligible for main prize and have not exceeded
their absent tip allocation or been excluded from Hotel Membership
$250 will be awarded to the 2nd lowest score. In the event of a tie the
prize will be split between eligible winners.
Excludes – Diamond, Black and Platinum Loyalty Members where
entry is included in the Loyalty Program.
Prizes 1st. $3,500.00 2nd. $ 900.00 3rd. $ 500.00
2nd Last Prize $ 250.00

2. SANCTUARY LAKES AFL KNOCKOUT COMPETITION
How to play for the Knockout Competitions
Swipe your Loyalty Club Member Card to print the week’s entry
form.
Fill out the form by entering the team that you think will WIN during
that corresponding Round.
You have to select the winner of one (1) game in the Round to stay
“Alive” for the next Round. You are only permitted one (1) selection
per round. Some teams may, at the discretion of the Management
be exempted from the competition due to the one-sided nature of
the fixture.
The knockout competition will commence at the start of Round 2 of
the AFL 2021 season.
Participants must select one (1) winner each round to remain “Alive”
in the competition.
For the purposes of the knockout competition a draw will be deemed
as a losing selection and no longer “Alive” in the competition. You
must tip a WINNER.
The last entrant remaining “Alive” in the competition will be declared
the winner of the first prize of $750.
If multiple entrants are eliminated during same round leaving no
single winner then the prize will be shared among last remaining
entrants as at the start of that Round
Management may, at their discretion, deem which games are
available for selection in any round of the Knockout Competition.
If necessary the competition will continue into the finals until a
winner can be found. During the finals if necessary all games will
become live (you will have to tip the winner of every game) following
the same rules as the main season. If at the end of the finals there
are multiple entrants still “Alive”, the prize will shared among these
entrants.
If the competition has a winner prior to the conclusion of the season
we will pay the prize to the lucky winner and start another
competition with a first prize of $750.00

3. Sanctuary Lakes Footy Jackpot Draws
How to play for the weekly Footy Jackpots
Simply put you must be there when your name is drawn.
The Footy Jackpots will be conducted on Friday Nights
You must be a current loyalty member and a participant in the 2021
AFL Super Tipping Competition. Each Jackpot draw will be run
separately.
The Friday night draw will be drawn at the 1st Quarter-time break of
the main televised game and is a $150 game.
$150 will be added each round to the Jackpot total
If the Jackpot is not won it accumulates until the next week.
In Round 1 of the Jackpot there will be (1) One entry drawn in the
competition, if the Jackpot is not won the amount of the Round 2
Jackpots will increase to $200 and 2 entries will be drawn. This will
continue until the Jackpots are won. Example; if the Jackpot hasn’t
been won in 13 Rounds then the Jackpot will be 13 times the base
starting money of the corresponding jackpot game. And 13 entrants
will be drawn until a winner is found. If a winner is found for example
after the 3rd draw then a winner is declared and the jackpot will
recommence the following Round at its starting base and restart the
jackpot corresponding to the weeks the jackpot is not won. If no
winner is found or if there is a Jackpot amount still available at the
end of the regular AFL Home & Away Season it will be deemed that
there is no winner of the jackpot and the amount will be returned to
the Hotel.
You must be in Attendance to win the Jackpot. If you are not at the
venue or at the venue but cannot be located by staff at the time of
the draw when your name is called then the draw will continue or
conclude, whichever is applicable.
You must have your current Sanctuary Lakes Loyalty card and Photo
I.D. to collect your prize.
SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION
REGARDING COMPETITIONS
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE SIGNED BY YOU TO FORM A VALID ENTRY.

Unsigned entries will be counted as an absent entry and receive the
away tips.
You may only enter one entry for all footy tipping competitions
Anyone caught operating multiple accounts will be automatically
disqualified.
Do Not Be Tempted To Put On Your Friends Tips For Them!!!
This is to ensure that our competition is run cleanly and eliminate
any attempted cheating.
N.B. The name on your entry and your signature must be able to be
verified by current photographic identification (e.g. Victorian Drivers
Licence, Passport or Keycard.) AND correspond to the details that
have been supplied by you on your Loyalty Card Application.
Rules of the games
Footy Tipping, Knockout and Jackpot Competitions Terms &
Conditions of Entry
1 Information on how to enter, scoring and prizes forms part of these
Terms & Conditions of Entry. These Terms and Conditions of Entry
serve as separate Terms and Conditions of Entry for the Promotions
being conducted for AFL referred to herein where such a Promotion
is being conducted by the Promoter. Entries and Participants not
complying with these Terms & Conditions of Entry are ineligible and
the Promoter reserves its absolute right to disqualify any Participant
from the Promotion if any entries do not comply with these Terms &
Conditions of Entry. Entry into any Promotion is deemed to
constitute acceptance of these Terms & Conditions of Entry. The
competitions are offered with a caveat of alteration due to force
majeure, or government enforced actions not limited to Covid-19. A
determination on the length of the season effected by said caveats
will be arbitrated by the promoter whose decision will be final.
2 In these Terms & Conditions of Entry, unless the contrary intention
appears, the following words and phrases have the meanings set out
opposite them:

“Away Team” means the team that is listed second in the match
fixture published by the AFL.
"Match" means a single game conducted by the AFL, between
member teams of the AFL, in a Season;
"Participant" or “Entrant” means a person who is eligible to
participate in the Promotion and registers for or participates in the
Promotion;
"Promotion" means this tipping competition conducted amongst
Participants who register to participate in that particular promotion,
for the 2021 Season of Matches of the AFL, whereby winning entries
are based on the Results of Matches at the conclusion of the AFL's
Season;
"Results" are the results of Matches as officially determined by the
AFL in accordance with the rules of the AFL following the completion
of a Round;
“Alive” means an entrant who has successfully tipped a winner
during previous round;
"Round" means a round of the AFL conducted during that AFL's
Season;
“Season” means the series of home and away games for the 2021
AFL;
3 The Promotion is only open to loyalty club members of Sanctuary
Lakes Hotel who are residents of Australia and New Zealand. Noncurrent Loyalty Members of Sanctuary Lakes Hotel are ineligible to
enter. Entry into the Promotion, you must purchase F & B in the
Hotel to enter. Each person may only register once. A Participant
may only register their personal details for individual participation in
the Promotion. Each registered Participant may only place one set of
tips per Round under their own name, if there is a dispute as to the
identity of an applicant or Participant, the Promoter reserves the
right, in its sole discretion, to determine their identity.

4 Entry into the Promotion is considered to occur when a Participant
submits one or more tip(s) for any of the Matches available for any
Round, subject to entry conditions.
5 The Promoter, however, reserves the right NOT to accept
registration for ANY Participant as determined by the Promoter in its
absolute discretion. Likewise, the Participant’s participation in the
Promotion can be withdrawn due to unsightly conduct, abusive,
threatening, violent or unruly behaviour, or any attempt to interfere
with the fair and legitimate running of the Promotion during the
course of the Promotion, or after the Promotion has ended but
before the prizes have been awarded, at the Promoter’s absolute
discretion. This includes but is not limited to one entry per customer.
All entrants’ identities must be verifiable by current personal
identification, e.g. Drivers Licence, Passport. It is also forbidden to
enter other people’s entries on their behalf.
6 All entrants must be aged 18 years or over.
7 To enter the Promotion, a Participant must first register their
details as a Loyalty Club Member of Sanctuary Lakes Hotel and abide
by all conditions of the Promotion and entry requirements of the
management of Sanctuary Lakes Hotel
8 For each Round, each Participant must then make a selection of
the teams the Participant tips to win for each specific Match. Fax,
phone or mail entries will not be accepted. All email entries must
contain all relevant tipping and member details and be received no
later than one (1) hour before the start of the first game of each
round. A draw cannot be selected as a Match selection. There will be
no E-mail selections accepted for Knockout Competitions.
9 All email entries will count to your total of missed rounds of which
there is a maximum cumulative total of five (5). Beyond this the
entrant becomes ineligible for major prizes but still remains eligible
for Weekly prizes, Knockout and Jackpot competitions.

10 Participants will be allocated one (1) point towards their Score for
each correct selection of a Match. In the event of a Match in a given
Round being drawn, cancelled, abandoned, not completed or not
played for any reason and/or a Result is not officially declared within
three (3) days of the date the Match was originally scheduled to be
played, it is treated as a win for both teams competing in that Match
for the purposes of calculating each Participant’s Score.
11 If a Participant:
a) does not submit a tip for a given Match in a Round, then the
Participant's tip for that Match will be deemed to be for the Away
Team.
b) does not submit any tips into the Promotion for a given Round,
the Participant's tips for that Round will be deemed to be for the
Away Team in each case, and the Participant will be limited to a
maximum of five correct tips for that round.
c) enters the Promotion after the commencement of the first Round,
then the Participant’s tips for those Rounds that have been
completed will be deemed to be for the Away Teams, and the
Participant will be limited to a maximum of five correct tips on away
team selections for that round.
12 The ranking of end of Season place winners for Supertipping will
be determined:
a) firstly, by the Participant’s total Score for all Rounds, where the
highest Score has the highest rank;
b) then, in the case of a tie, if after a countback (determined by the
most ‘perfect score’ rounds, the most number of 8 scores, then 7’s
etc.) the tie cannot be broken, the combined prizes of the categories
that are involved in the tie will be shared by the entrants involved in
the tie.
Prizes (if any) and their values for end of Season place winners are
1st - $ 3,500.00
2nd - $900.00.

3rd - $ 500.00.
2nd Last $250
13 In the event that a prize winning Participant is unable to accept
their prize for whatever reason, or the prize is unable to be allocated,
within three (3) months of the results being determined, the
Promoter will award that prize to the Participant who met the
eligibility criteria and would have been deemed the prize winner had
the original prize winning Participant not participated in the
Promotion.
14 All prize winners will be notified by email and will be published on
the Promoter’s Web Site upon determination.
15 Any cost associated with accessing the Web Site is the
Participant’s responsibility and is dependent on the Internet service
provider used. A Participant electing to access the Web Site via
wireless platforms for the purpose of registering for a Promotion
and/or entering tips may be subject to content service fees imposed
by its telecommunications provider. No revenue sharing or
commission arrangement exists between the Promoter and the
telecommunications provider in relation to any such transactions.
16 The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity
of registrations and tips and the eligibility of applicants and
Participants (including an applicant’s or Participant’s identity, age
and place of residence) and to disqualify any Participant who submits
a registration or tip that is not in accordance with these Terms and
Conditions of Entry or who tampers in any way with the registration
or tipping processes. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its
rights at any stage does not constitute a waiver of those rights.
17 Except for any liability that cannot be excluded by law, the
Promoter and its agencies associated with this Promotion (including
their respective officers, employees and agents) are not liable and do

not accept responsibility for: a) a Participant's tips that are not
received or which are received by the Promoter but are not in a
legible form;
b) any lost, misdirected or corrupt emails from the Web Site;
c) any loss or damage whatsoever (including but not limited to direct,
indirect or consequential loss) or personal injury suffered or
sustained:
(i) in connection with a Participant’s participation in the Promotion
or the taking of a place or prize; or
17 contd. (ii) otherwise relating to the conduct of the Promotion
however caused, including but not limited to failure of the Web Site
or incorrect or corrupt data supplied by the Promoter to a
Participant.
d) any theft, unauthorised access or third party interference;
e) any variation in the value of any prize; or
f) any tax liability incurred by a Participant or prize winner.
18 As a condition of accepting any prize, the winner must sign any
legal documentation as and in the form required by the Promoter
and/or prize suppliers in their absolute discretion, including but not
limited to a legal release and indemnity form.
19 Information about Participants is used by the Promoter to assess
and process registration in the Promotion. If an applicant does not
provide the required information, the Promoter cannot process the
registration. All entries become the property of the Promoter and
will be entered into a database. Information emanating from the
Participant's participation in the Promotion is used by the Promoter
and its agencies associated with this Promotion, including but not
limited to Degroup Entertainment t/a Sanctuary Lakes Hotel for the
determination of winners and distribution of prizes, if any, awarded
to a Participant. Participants consent to publishing their name and
Score in the results section of the Web Site and as otherwise set out
in these Terms and Condition of Entry. The Promoter will not be held
responsible for any loss of reputation, status or otherwise in

connection with a Participant's tipping selections and consequential
results. It is a condition of entry that Participants consent to these
uses and disclosures of their information. Information about
Participants may also be used by the Promoter, its agents,
contractors and related companies, for the purposes of carrying out
marketing, planning, product development and direct mail,
telemarketing and promotional campaigns unless a Participant
otherwise withdraws their consent to the use of their information in
this manner.
20 Notwithstanding the Promoter's rights under condition 5 to not
accept or to subsequently disqualify a Participant, the Promoter will
not be liable for any legal action arising out of any Participant’s name
or postings on the Web Site being slanderous, defamatory or
unsightly to the public at large, except for any liability that cannot be
excluded by law. By participating in the Promotion, each Participant
agrees to indemnify the Promoter, its agents, contractors and related
companies from any legal action, claim or dispute arising in relation
thereto.
21 In the event there is a dispute concerning the conduct of the
Promotion, the decision of the Promoter is final and no
correspondence will be entered into.
22 The Promoter shall not be liable for any manufacturer defects in
prizes or for any loss, damages, or personal injury whatsoever which
is suffered or sustained (including but not limited to indirect or
consequential loss) as a result of taking a prize, except for any
liability which cannot be excluded by law.
23 The Promoter is Sanctuary Lakes Hotel 280 Point Cook Road, Point
Cook Victoria (“Promoter”).

Promotion Name: Sanctuary Lakes Hotel Footy Tipping

Promotion Commences: MARCH 2021
Promotion Ends: August 2021
Code: AFL
Season: 2021 Home and Away Season
Prizes (if any) and their values for end of Season place winners are
1st - $ 3,500.00
2nd - $900.00.
3rd - $ 500.00.
2nd Last $250

Promotion Name: Sanctuary Lakes Knockout Competition
Promotion Commences: AFL Round 2 March 2021
Promotion Ends: Round 23 August 2021
Code: AFL
Season: 2021 Home and Away Season
End of Competition prizes and values;
1st - $750.00. Second Competition 1st- $ 750.00

Promotion Name: Sanctuary Lakes Hotel Jackpot Competition
Jackpot Draw
Commencement date: 19th March 2021
Closing date: Round 23 August 2021Weekly Jackpot Contribution $150 x (23 weeks) = $3450 total.
• You must be aged 18 years or over to be a Sanctuary Lakes Hotel
Loyalty Club Member and participate in the Promotion.
• By opting into this promotion you accept and agree to be bound by
these Terms and Conditions and any specific terms and conditions
and applicable instructions relating to the Promotion.
• Sanctuary Lakes Hotel reserves the right to exclude any entrant
from the Promotion and from the Sanctuary Lakes Hotel if Sanctuary
Lakes Hotel believes that an entrant has tried to enter by using more
than one user name or is otherwise engaging in any fraudulent or

illegal activity (including participation that would be in breach of the
law), whether or not that entrant would or might have won any prize
but for such activity.
• The Promotion is not transferable or exchangeable other than in
the sole discretion of Sanctuary Lakes Hotel.
• Sanctuary Lakes Hotel in its sole discretion reserves the right to
withdraw or vary these Terms and Conditions and/or any offer made
in connection with them in order to comply with the decision of any
relevant judicial or regulatory body and shall not be held liable to any
entrant for so doing.
• The promoter reserves the right to alter or change any conditions
of entry at any time
• The promoter reserves the right to cancel the promotion /
competition at any stage at their discretion due to circumstances
beyond there control such as but not limited to force majeure or
cancellation of competition
• The decision of Sanctuary Lakes Hotel in respect of any matter
concerning or related to the Promotion is final and no
correspondence will be entered into.
• In the event of a breach of these terms and conditions Sanctuary
Lakes Hotel reserves the right to take such action as it deems
appropriate in its absolute discretion.
• Sanctuary Lakes Hotel accepts no responsibility whatsoever for
system problems that might affect any end user during the
Promotion.
• Sanctuary Lakes Hotel and its affiliates and subsidiaries, or any of
their employees, officers or directors shall not be liable for any
damages howsoever arising as a result of a participant's participation
in the Promotion or any such modification, alteration,
discontinuance or termination of the Promotion, and any such
liability shall be borne solely and exclusively by the participant or
winner, as the case may be.

• You agree that these Terms and Conditions shall be governed by
and construed in accordance with the laws of Victoria and you
submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of Victoria.
• The promoter in respect of the Promotion is DeGroup
Entertainment Pty Ltd. t/a Sanctuary Lakes Hotel 280 Point Cook
Road Point Cook Victoria.

